Some Astrophotography Pictures (And a Few Terrestrial Ones Too) by Sterling, Alphonse C.
Some Astrophotography Pictures




Ghana (near Cape Coast), 2006









Mangaia, Cook Islands, 2010




















































21 January 2019 
Total Lunar Eclipse
• Observer: Alphonse Sterling
• Location: Huntsville, Alabama, USA
• Equipment: 
• William Optics Zenithstar 66sd (apochromatic 
doublet).
• Takahashi EM-11 mount.
• Canon EOS 700D (aka T5i).
Processing
• All images intensity adjusted and sharpened using 
Photoshop CS5.
• The “stars” image was dark-current and flat-field 





















21 Sep 2009, 21:41 JST
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Four large “Galilean” satellites:
Europa, Io, Ganymede, Callisto  
21 Sep 2009, 21:41 JST
21 Sep 2009, 22:46 JST
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One “Leo Triplet,” WO98
110112, 35x90
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